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Teague clearly has a love/hate

relationship with social media.

In fact, don’t we all? It

consumes Teague, though; her

latest body of work a critical

look at ‘hashtag activism’. I think
therefore I # opened this week at

south west London gallery Kristin

Hjellegjerde Gallery, and asks

questions of the intentions

behind hashtag reactions to the

endless cycle of international

crises.

“I feel like Twitter is becoming

this waiting room where

opportunists bide their time until

they can pounce on and get the

bandwagon rolling over their

next target. Hang around long

enough in this toxic virtual

cafeteria and you’ll find

someone to demonise and

something to rant about”,

Dispatches

Hitchhiking Canadian robot,
hitchBOT, found tragically
decapitated early into his cross-
U.S. journey...

Stuff Crush

Musicians and designers
gleefully deface the front of
visual arts book in aid of
charity...

Journal

Photographer Meryl Meisler
documents the polar opposites of
the disco era on both sides of the
East River...
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Teague asserted in a recent

article for The Huffington Post;

aimed at the recent witch-hunt

trials-by-Twitter of Justine Sacco

and scientist Tim Hunt.

I’d be inclined to proffer that

nobody should get away scot-

free with posting ‘Going to

Africa. Hope I don’t get AIDS.

Just kidding. I’m white’, but the

questions Celina Teague poses

to armchair activists are

interesting ones indeed.

The artist’s cartoon-style

paintings echo the barrier that

social media and the digital

screen places between the

public and the events that

trigger these campaigns — the

Arab Spring; Kim Kardashian;

the Chibok schoolgirls; selfies.

“The Daily Mail – the world’s

most read online page –

ingeniously places two columns

side by side. When the

depressing images from the left

hand news column get us down,

switch the right for some

lighthearted showbiz frivolity.”

For sure, we are in a world

where voyeurism consumes us;

regardless of the severity of

subject.

http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/
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Hotshots
behind
Glastonbury'
s Block9 help
radical
filmmaker
achieve
peerless
dystopian
Camden
installation...

Born into a British
community in Uruguay,
Penny Woolcock fled
the country in the late
1960s — having been
arrested for founding a
radical theatre group.
Showing no signs of
that fire waning at 65,
the filmmaker has roped
in set design
wunderkinds...

The Edit

Greek artists
Alexis
Vasilikos
and Stefanos
Andreadis
weigh in on
the country's
tragic socio-
economic
situation...

The playwrights of
ancient Greece take
credit for developing
the theatrical genres of
comedy, satire and
tragedy, and two and a
half thousand years
later the country is mired
in a surfeit of the latter
from which it is
desperately trying to
escape....
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Your
favourite
films are
popping up
in some of
London's
prettiest
parks...

Watching films is better
outdoors. Fact. Just ask
all those kids who rolled
into the drive-ins in all
those films you watched
when you were a kid.
Talking of films you
watched when you
were a kid, and
outdoor cinemas —
London's Pop Up
Screens have...

The Edit

Ever-cutting
Hairspray
director John
Waters
shoots an
acerbic take
on the
excesses of
Hollywood...

With scores of acting,
writing and directing
credits to his name,
including the satirically
pointed Hairspray, John
Waters is well qualified
to send up Hollywood
as he does in this latest
collection of stills-based
art. Beverly Hills John
—...
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Delve into
a briefing
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Smoke’s
finest, in
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London city
guide
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Sign up
for List,
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digest of
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good in
our world,
delivered
directly
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inbox...
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allies fashion
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fascinating
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Reinhold
Messner
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project ends
on a high,
with
breathtaking
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Swine's
sculptural
objects...

You'll have no doubt
heard about the
massive islands of
plastic bottles, chemical
sludge and other
assorted buoyant
detritus floating in the
world's oceans. They
sound so awful as to
seem apocryphal, but
sadly the giant man-
made floaters are all
too...

r's eye...

The outlandish, alien
and downright weird
sights one sees striding
down the catwalk at
fashion shows may be
primarily the work of an
eccentric couture
designer, but it takes the
flair of a good stylist to
really bring all the
elements together and...

spirit of
street art...

When speedboat racer
James Tapp died, 27
December 1963, some
may have predicted an
unsettled future for
Miami's latest
entertainment arena; the
inaugural event at the
United States' first
purpose-built boat-
racing stadium getting
off to a bad start....

Zaha Hadid
venue...

If there's one man who
knows a good view
when he sees it, that
man is Reinhold
Messner. The Italian
was the first human to
climb all 14 of Earth's
mountain peaks over
the 8,000m threshold,
and the first to manage
Everest without tanked
oxygen, so...
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